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The Bronze Age. (1). Meaning of the term. (2). The great advance in civilization indicated by the
knowledge of smelting metals. (3). Extensive remains of the prehistoric Bronze Age in Britain. (a).
The Cromlechs: Dolmens: Stonehenge. Note 3. Nothing is known of the language or race affiliations
of the people who erected these structures. 2. The Celtic Race: Its Part in European History, a.
Conquests of the Celts in western and southern Europe; in Asia Minor. b. Settlement of the Celts in
Britain, B. C. COO to B. C. 200. c. Complete absorption or extermination of previous population by
the Celtic invaders. d. Introduction of the use of iron during the period of Celtic settlement. Note 4.
Two very distinct varieties of the Celtic speech exist in the British Islands: the Goidelic, represented
by the Irish and Highland Scottish languages; and the Brythonic, represented by the existing Welsh
and the recently extinct language of Cornwall. This fact is regarded as indicating progressive waves
of Celtic invasion. c. Characteristics of Celtic...
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